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Abstract--We r view the basic equations f microcirculatory t ansport and exchange and some of the 
boundary value problems that have been studied using these quations. We then present an entirely new 
approach to mathematically modeling microcirculatory phenomena intended to describe interactions 
among very many capillaries over a large region of an organ, and analyze a number of boundary value 
problems arising from this approach. Attention is focused on capillary-tissue fluid exchange, oxygen 
transport to tissue and the exchange ofsmall solutes carried in the blood. 
INTRODUCTION 
The physical processes underlying transport and exchange in the microcirculation are fairly well 
understood, and can be given an appropriate mathematical formulation. To describe micro- 
circulatory phenomena from the resulting equations, suitable boundary value problems must be 
posed that provide a reasonable representation of the physiological system being studied. The 
simplest of such problems involve a single capillary interacting with the surrounding tissue. 
However, if interaction among capiUaries is to be examined, a model with multiple capillaries must 
be considered. As the number of capillaries involved in the model increases, the resulting boundary 
value problems become intractable and a new approach must be sought. We review here the basic 
equations of microcirculatory transport and exchange and some of the boundary value problems 
that have been studied using these equations. We then present an entirely new approach to 
mathematically modeling microcirculatory phenomena intended to describe interaction among very 
many capillaries over a large region of an organ, and analyze a number of boundary value problems 
that illustrate the significance of this approach. 
We focus on the exchange of substances between blood and tissue that occurs across the walls 
of blood capillaries, and the associated movement of these substances through the surrounding 
tissue. Blood delivers oxygen and nutrients to tissue and removes carbon dioxide and metabolic 
by-products. In addition, there is a substantial movement of water between blood and tissue across 
capillary walls. All of these processes are interconnected, and we examine ach of them and their 
mutual interaction by considering various models of convection, diffusion and exchange in the 
microcirculation. 
EQUATIONS OF TRANSPORT AND EXCHANGE 
The distribution of water between the intravascular and extravascular region of an organ is 
determined by a complex dynamic process involving the simultaneous interaction of many 
phenomena. Fluid moves across the capillary wall as a result of differences in both the 
hydrodynamic and the osmotic pressure in the capillary and in the tissue just outside the capillary. 
The osmotic pressure is due to the plasma proteins, as hypothesized by Staring [1], and to a variety 
of solutes within the blood and the surrounding tissue [2]. This can be expressed as a generalized 
Starling's law, 
F.M.  = kf { Pp, - Pif + ~' ~T y [Ttifd - I'Ip, d ] , (1) 
where F.M. is fluid movement per unit capillary area, kf is the filtration coefficient, Ppl, Pit are the 
hydrodynamic pressures in the plasma and in the interstitial fluid at the capillary wall, respectively, 
and IIp~.j, ttif.j,j = 1--,N, are the osmotic pressures in the plasma and in the interstitial fluid 
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adjacent o the capillary, respectively, of each of the osmotically significant substances. Since many 
of these substances readily diffuse across the capillary wall, their corresponding reflection 
coefficient, aj, is near zero, whereas for plasma protein the reflection coefficient is almost unity. 
Therefore the protein osmotic pressures and the hydrodynamic pressures are generally the most 
important in affecting fluid movement. Small diffusable metabolites, however, can cause a 
significant shift in fluid balance. For example, the rapid formation of edema in the first few seconds 
following burn injury, or the increased filtration that occurs during exercise, are thought to be a 
result of transient osmolality of small substrates produced in the tissue [3,4]. 
The hydrodynamic pressure PP, is the driving force that moves blood through the capillary, and 
it decreases from the arterial to the venous end. The rate of decrease, however, is affected by the 
movement of water into or out of the capillary. In addition, the plasma osmotic pressure of the 
various solutes varies along the length of the capillary as either the solutes or fluid move into or 
out of the capillary. This concentrating or diluting effect of fluid movement also alters the 
hematocrit as blood flows through the capillary. It is known that the capillary has changing radius 
and endothelial properties along its length, so the reflection coefficient and the permeability for each 
solute, and the filtration coefficient, vary from the arterial to the venous end. Fluid moving into 
and out of the capillary establishes gradients in the interstitial fluid pressure, which must be 
determined since it is the interstitial fluid pressure just outside the capillary, pif, that determines 
fluid exchange according to Starling’s law. Similarly, the concentration of each solute just outside 
the capillary determines the corresponding osmotic pressure, xir,j , and these concentrations cannot 
be determined without knowing how the various solutes move through the tissue. Small molecules 
diffuse freely through the tissue, while larger molecules, such as plasma protein, are also convected 
by the moving interstitial fluid. 
The physical processes governing capillary-tissue xchange can be described by the following 
system of differential equations for the normalized interstitial and capillary hydrodynamic 
pressures p(x) and P(z), where z is distance along the capillary, for the normalized interstitial and 
capillary concentrations cj(x) and Cj(z) of the N osmotically significant substances, and for the 
hematocrit H(z): 
-CtjV*Dj(P)VCj=“, j = 1 +n, (3) 
ac 
;i7-DV2c,=0, i=n+l-+N, 
(5) 
(6) 
=kjR(Z)Lj, j=l+N* 
Equation (2) expresses the conservation of mass and results from a generalized Darcy’s law, in 
which the hydrodynamic conductivity K and tissue porosity 8 are functions of the interstitial fluid 
pressure [5,6]. Equation (3) applies to the larger molecules that move through the interstitial space 
by diffusion and by convection with the moving interstitial fluid [7,8], There are assumed to be 
n such species, where n < N, and the diffusion coefficients of these substances, Dj, are functions 
of the interstitial fluid pressure. Since the small interstitial spaces impede the convection of large 
molecules, a multiplicative factor, I, of magnitude less than or equal to unity, is included in the 
convection term. This factor is also a function of the interstitial fluid pressure. Small solutes diffuse 
freely through the tissue, and their concentrations are governed by equation (4) (see, for example, 
Salathe and Wang [9] and !&lathe and Venkataraman [lo]). There are N-n of these solutes, and 
their diffusion coefficients are constant. Equation (5) for P(z) relates the change in blood flow rate, 
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given by a generalized form of Poiseuille's law, to the rate of fluid movement across the capillary 
wall [11]. The function #(z) is an apparent viscosity, introduced to account for the effect of the 
red blood cells, and R(z) is the normalized capillary radius. Equation (6) is a conservation equation 
for the red blood cells [12] and equation (7) is a conservation equation for each of the substances 
within the capillary [10]. The rate of exchange per unit area of capillary wall for these substances 
is denoted by Lj. In these equations ~/and A are non-dimensional constants, O(p), K(p), 2/(p), 
Dj(p) are known functions determined from experiments (Refs [13-16], for example), and R(z), 
/~(z), as well as kf and aj from Starling's law, are known functions of the distance along the 
capillary. 
If intercapillary spacing is sufficiently large that interaction between capillaries is small, a single 
capillary model can be formulated using these equations, in which the capillary is assumed to be 
imbedded in a tissue of infinite extent and the conditions in the tissue far from the capillary are 
specified. For such a model, we have obtained analytic solutions to these equations under steady 
state conditions for arbitrary form of each of the functions appearing in the equations [17]. Other 
single capillary models have been formulated, using simplified forms of these equations, in which 
the capillary is assumed to exchange fluid with a surrounding concentric ylinder of tissue [18, 19]. 
Such models are particularly appropriate to skeletal muscle. 
In order to examine the effect of arteriolar vasomotion, we have analyzed a simplified version 
of the unsteady equations [12], extending earlier studies of time dependent processes in capillary- 
tissue fluid exchange [8, 20]. An important extension of the model described here is to include 
viscoelastic expansion of the capillaries, so that when the flow is occluded the higher blood pressure 
results not only in increased filtration, but also in distention of the vessels. We have recently 
completed an analysis of this case [21], and determined the relative role of filtration and vessel 
expansion in order to interpret better certain types of experiments performed on whole organs. 
Oxygen is carried in the blood dissolved in the plasma nd bound to the hemoglobin. If Cb denotes 
the concentration of dissolved oxygen then NS(Cb) denotes the concentration of bound oxygen, 
where N is the oxygen capacity of blood and S(Cb) varies from zero when cbvanishes to unity when 
the hemoglobin is saturated at large Cb. The rate of decrease of oxygen in an element of blood as 
it moves through the capillary equals the rate of diffusion of oxygen into the tissue, so that 
+ u (cu + NS(cO)  = -D  (8) 
c Or capillary wall ' 
where u is the blood flow velocity, ct is the oxygen concentration i tissue, and Dc is the oxygen 
diffusivity. In skeletal and cardiac muscle oxygen combines reversibly with myoglobin according 
to the reaction O~ + Mb ~ Mb02, and so is transported by diffusion of free oxygen and by 
diffusion of the complexed myoglobin molecule. If y and w denote the concentration ofcomplexed 
and uncomplexed myoglobin molecules, then ct satisfies 
Oct DcV2ct = -M-  Q(ct,y, w), (9) 
0t 
where the left-hand side is the diffusion equation and the right-hand side represents the 
disappearance of oxygen through consumption (M) and through reaction to form oxymyoglobin 
(Q). The reaction rate satisfies imple chemical kinetics, and 
Q = k+cty -k -w,  
where k + and k -  are the forward and backward reaction rates, respectively. The above equations 
must be augmented with equations for y and w, which are similar to equation (9), but without he 
consumption term M, and with Q replaced by -Q  in the equation for w. 
The potential physiological importance of facilitated iffusion was recognized by Wittenberg [22] 
and Scholander [23] as a result of experiments on solutions of myoglobin and hemaglobin. 
Wyman [24] derived the basic differential equations for myoglobin facilitated iffusion. These 
equations were analyzed for a variety of cases in the equilibrium and near equilibrium limit by 
Murray [25-27]. A singular perturbation solution for diffusion in a slab was given by Rubinow 
and Dembo [28] for the near equilibrium limit. We have used a singular perturbation approach 
to study diffusion-consumption n a slab for both the near-equilibrium and the small diffusion limit 
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[29]. An analysis of a physiologically realistic model of a capillary supplying oxygen to a region 
of tissue surrounding it was given by Fletcher [30], using the steady state form of the above 
equations for oxygen transport. We us d the equations of facilitated iffusion to determine the 
effectiveness of myogiobin in increasing the amount of oxygen removed from the blood as it flows 
through a capillary [31]. In some cases oxygen remains in the blood as it leaves the capillary at 
the venous end, although there are anoxic regions in the tissue some distance from the capillary. 
We found that myogiobin when present in physiologically realistic quantities can significantly 
diminish the volume of anoxic tissue by facilitating the transport of oxygen through the tissue, and 
therefore can make available for consumption oxygen that would otherwise be lost into the venous 
system. The role of myoglobin in slowing the development of anoxia following occlusion has yet 
to be studied mathematically, although this problem has been analyzed for the simpler case of free 
diffusion without myoglobin [32]. 
The transport and exchange of substrate is governed by equations (8) and (9), without he terms 
involving hemoglobin and myoglobin, and so involves the analysis of linear partial differential 
equations. Analyses of the steady-state form of these equations for a single capillary model in 
which substrate diffuses into a surrounding cylinder of tissue have been given by Blum [33], 
Middleman [34], Lib [35], Fletcher [30, 36] and Salathe and Wang [9]. Transient osmotic pressure 
differences across the capillary wall are responsible for the rapid outpouring of fluid from blood 
to tissue following burn injury [3], or the increased filtration occurring during exercise [4]. We 
studied this phenomena by analyzing the time course of the concentration of small metabolites 
following their sudden production within the tissue, using the unsteady form of the equation for 
substrate transport [37]. 
The studies described so far consist of a single capillary exchanging substances with an associated 
volume of surrounding tissue; they provide details of flow and concentration within the capillary 
and the tissue. In order to examine the interactions among capillaries anumber of multiple capillary 
models have been developed. For example, Popel [38--40] has modeled oxygen transport from an 
array of parallel capillaries. A functional unit consisting of a limited number of capillaries was 
considered, so that the analysis remained tractable, and this unit was assumed to be repeated in 
a periodic manner. Other multiple capillary models for oxygen transport to tissue have been given 
by Metzger [41] and by Grunewald and Sowa [42]. Capillary-tissue fluid exchange from a 
multicapillary array has been studied by Blake and Gross [43] and by Fleischman et al. [44, 45]. 
They examined the conditions under which interaction among capillaries is significant, and how 
such interaction affects filtration and reabsorption. 
HOMOGENIZATION IN CAPILLARY-TISSUE EXCHANGE 
While single capillary and multicapillary models provide tails of flow and concentration within 
the capillary and the tissue and yield important information under a wide range of physiological 
conditions, they cannot describe flow and exchange over a significant portion of an organ, where 
interaction among a great number of capillaries occurs. We have therefore developed an entirely 
new approach to modeling flow and exchange in skeletal muscle in order to overcome these 
limitations, and have applied it to the study of oxygen transport to tissue, solute transport and 
exchange, and capillary-tissue fluid exchange with the related maeromolecule transport [46, 47]. 
Our approach combines information on the morphology of the capillary bed with basic 
understanding of capillary-tissue exchange and convection and diffusion through the tissue into 
a comprehensive mathematical theory of microeirculatory transport. The objective is to describe 
the large-scale interaction of a great number of capillary groups and to interpret phenomena 
observed in a whole organ in terms of processes occurring within individual capillaries. 
When skeletal muscle is observed through a microscope, it is seen that on the scale of the large 
feeding arterioles the capillary bed forms an almost homogeneous structure, consisting of a large 
number of closely spaced, parallel vessels. A single terminal arteriole will perfuse an entire group 
of capillaries, and these groups form distinct functional units in which blood flow rate and initial 
concentration are similar in each capillary. Perfusion levels among these functional units may differ 
greatly, however, and two adjacent capillary groups may even exhibit countereurrent flow. When 
groups of capillaries exchange substances over distant regions of tissue, large scale gradients are 
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established that drive the transport of these substances. Fluid filtered from the arterial end of a 
capillary group may travel some distance to a terminal lymphatic, or be reabsorbed into another 
capillary group that has lower blood pressure. Substrates or oxygen exchanged from a capillary 
may be consumed at a location far from that capillary, in sharp contrast to the underlying 
assumptions of such single capillary models as the Krogh cylinder. Single capillary models provide 
details about the concentration profiles near the capillaries, but cannot describe the gradients that 
drive transport across these large distances. An  attempt to obtain both the fine-scale description of 
the concentrations and pressures and their large scale gradients results in an intractable problem 
and precludes the possibility of studying exchange and transport over a substantial portion of an 
organ. In the approach wc have developed, the fine-scale detail is forfeited by averaging 
concentrations and pressures over a portion of the capillary-tissue space, and deriving equations 
governing the smoothed-out profiles that neglect the small variations occurring from capillary to 
capillary. 
The basic assumption that wc introduce in order to simplify the mathematical analysis of 
microcirculatory exchange and transport and to obtain a theory that can bc applied to large regions 
of an organ is to replace the actual capillary-tissue structure by a homogeneous structure in which 
pcrfusion and consumption arc uniformly distributed in a manner determined by the capillary 
density. In the case of oxygen transport, an averaged concentration c is defined that smooths out 
the composite function formed from ct and Cb. The difference between the averaged concentration 
c and the actual concentrations ct and Cb is illustrated in Fig. I. The concentration c provides an 
approximation to the oxygen levels in the tissue and the capillaries. Although the structure is 
homogeneous in this approximation, the capiUarics provide the structure with a convective 
component. The capillaries arc illustrated as broken lines in Fig. l to emphasize this point. As a 
result of this approximation wc can obtain a partial differential equation for c(x, t). Using a 
coordinate system in which the z-axis is aligned with the capillaries, the result is [47]: 
Ot c +ONS(c)+(I -~k)-~--~ +~zOU[C + NS(c)] 
= DcV2c + DmV2[-~c (1-- ~k)] -- (1-- ~k)M, (lO) 
where ~k is the fraction of capillary-tissue space occupied by the capillaries, Dm is the myoglobin 
diffusivity, x = k-/k + and fl is the total myoglobin concentration in both the complexed and 
uncomplexed form. 
{a)  (b )  
m 
m m 
Cb(X) and ct(x) c(x) 
Fig. I. (a) The capillary oxygen concentration ¢b and the tissue oxygen concentration q form 
a piecewise-smooth composite function. (b) The average concentration c approximates the true 
concentration. 
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A description of substrate concentration within the microcirculation that has the advantages of
this approach to modeling oxygen concentration is possible with some essential modifications. 
Unlike oxygen, in which the concentration difference across the capillary wall is negligible, the 
substrates we consider have significant concentration difference between blood and tissue, and it 
is this difference in concentration across the capillary wall that determines the exchange rate. It 
is therefore necessary to consider both concentrations separately. It is not possible to replace the 
tissue and capillary concentrations bya single composite function defined and piecewise continuous 
over all space. Instead, we replace them by the functions Ct and Cb respectively, both defined over 
all space, and derive the following partial differential equations [47]: 
dC__~tdt = DtV2Ct - M + ~_  H(Cb - Ct), (11) 
" ~ ~2Cb (12) aCb dCb _ H(Cb - Ct) + Vb ~Z 2 , d--/- + u 
where D t and Db are the substrate diffusivities in tissue and blood, respectively, es is the capillary 
surface area per unit volume, R~ is the capillary radius, and H is the capillary permeability. 
To obtain homogenized equations for transport and exchange of water and macromolecules, 
we consider a volume V of capillary-tissue space surrounded by a closed surface S and 
derive equations for the conservation of interstitial fluid and protein within this volume. Our 
equations involve the capillary pressure and concentration, Ppl, Cp~, defined only within the 
capillaries, and the interstitial fluid pressure and concentration, Pif, qr, defined only within the 
tissue. As before, we replace each of these by new variables, defined, continuous and smooth 
throughout the capillary-tissue complex, such that at any location x they give a good approxima- 
tion to the true value of the corresponding physical variable near that location, and we derive 
the following partial differential equations from the conservation laws for fluid and for 
protein [47]: 
dO d_ Kt dpi-----Sr = ~ks ~b kf[Ppl - Pif + zqf - rlpl] - lf, (13) 
-~ dxi ~ dxj 1 - 
d d d f dp,r  
-~ Ocif- ~ Oij v.. 3 c i f -  ~x/~CifAijAt# ~X k~ = F~/s/(1 - -  ~/) - -  lp, (14) 
(d/dx){[Pc (x)]4 dPpt/dx } = 161~R¢ (x )k f (x )  [Ppl - Pif + ~if --  rIpl ], (15)  
(d /dt ) tnR~(1 -- H)Cpt] + (d /dx)[rcR~(1 - H)uCp~] = - 2nK:F,  (16) 
where F is the rate of protein leakage per unit area across the capillary wall and If, lp are the rate 
of loss of fluid and protein per unit volume into the lymphatics, respectively. The tensor character 
of the hydrodynamic onductivity Kt, the protein diffusivity D, and the protein convection 
retardation factor 2 account for the anisotropic nature of skeletal muscle. We have retained the 
same notation for the plasma and interstitial hydrodynamic pressure and protein concentration 
when they are extended to their continuous domain of definition. The plasma and interstitial 
hydrodynamic and osmotic pressure are generally the most important in affecting fluid exchange. 
Small substrates, however, can significantly shift fluid balance, as, for example, in the rapid edema 
formation following a burn injury or the increased filtration during exercise. In such cases the 
generalized Starling's law, equation (1), must be used. In these circumstances, the problem and 
protein transport is coupled to the problem of substrate transport discussed earlier. Since vascular 
tone, and therefore blood flow, are related to oxygen concentration i  tissue, it is in fact clear that 
all the three problems considered here are interconnected in the description of microcirculatory 
transport. 
EXAMPLES 
We begin with a very simple illustration of our approach to modeling capillary-tissue exchange 
by considering the ighly idealized situation in which all capillaries begin at x = 0 and extend either 
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in the positive x-direction to x = L or in the negative x-direction to x = -L .  We assume that this 
pattern extends indefinitely in the y-z  plane, and that the unit from x = -L  to x = L is repeated 
periodically in the x-direction. It is this idealization of the capillary bed in skeletal muscle that led 
Krogh [48] to consider the isolated functional unit consisting of a single capillary and a portion 
of the tissue immediately surrounding it that has come to be known as the Krogh cylinder. This 
conceptual model has been used to study oxygen transport, substrate exchange and fluid movement 
across the capillary wall. For the latter case, analyses by Apelblat et al. [19], and by Intaglietta 
and DePlomb [18], yielded the detailed flow profiles in the surrounding tissue in terms of infinite 
series of modified Bessel functions. We cannot obtain such detailed information, but the 
corresponding analysis becomes trivial using our method. Because of the assumed symmetry, 
equation (13) reduces, for steady state and neglecting the effect of the lymphatics, to 
d2pif 
dx 2 = - K[Ppl - Pif -1" 7[if - -  I '[pl] ( l  7) 
where K = ~kskf / [Kt , (1-  ~k)]. This equation is to be solved subject o the boundary conditions 
dpif/~x = 0 at x = 0, L. Ifnif and Hpl are assumed to be constant and Ppt is assumed to drop linearly 
from PA to Pv as x varies from zero to L, as was done, for example, by Intaglietta nd DePlomb 
[18], the solution is immediate. However, in some circumstances excessive filtration causes 
significant deviation from a linear profile for the plasma hydrodynamic pressure, and Pp~ must then 
be determined from equation (15), which in this case reduces to 
d2Ppl 
= k [ep l -  Pif + ~ i f -  l"[pl], (18) 
where k = 161zkr/R~. Solving equations (17) and (18) simultaneously, subject to the conditions 
Ppl(0) = PA, PpI(L) = Pv, yields 
Pif = A cosh 2x + B sinh 2x + (g/ ,~2)[ni f -  I'Ipl - k(C ix  + C2)], 
Ppl = - (k /K )p i f -  k (Ctx  + C2), (19) 
where 2 = x/~ + K and A, B, C~ and (72 are constants/f Typical results are shown in Figs 2 and 3 
for the data shown in Table 1 and the values of kf and Kt = Kt. indicated in each figure. Fluid 
movement is normalized by the arterial blood flow rate divided by capillary area, so that a value 
of 1 all along the capillary corresponds to tal filtration of all the fluid entering the capillary. In 
all cases shown Pp~ drops virtually linearly from P^ to Pv. For the larger ratios of kf/Kt,  the 
interstitial fluid pressure also varies linearly, remaining parallel with Pp~, so that fluid exchange is
virtually zero along the length of the capillary. Only when Pif deviates from the linear profile to 
satisfy the zero-flux boundary conditions at x = 0, L does this situation alter. Filtration therefore 
occurs at the arterial end, and this fluid travels through the tissue parallel to the capillary to be 
reabsorbed at the venous end. When kr/Kt has decreased to sufficiently low values, p~f remains 
constant and the fluid movement curve assumes the usual form associated with the simplified 
inferences made from Starling's law. Comparison of these results with those of Apelblat et al. [19] 
and of Intaglietta nd DePlomb [18] cannot be made since those analyses did not include the effect 
of a capillary membrane separating the blood from the tissue. 
Even this very simplified problem yields results about capillary-tissue fluid exchange of a more 
interesting nature than the details of the flow pattern around the capillary. However, the intention 
of our theory is not to provide a simplified approach to single capillary models, but to study 
interactions between groups of capillaries. We therefore suppose that the capillaries occupying the 
region y > 0, 0 ~< x ~< L, flow in the positive x-direction, and that the capillaries occupying the 
region y < 0, 0 ~< x ~< L, flow in the negative x-direction, in order to examine the effect of 
countercurrent flow in adjacent capillary groups. We assume that alternating patterns of positive 
and negative flow directions occur to the left and to the right of these, so that by symmetry no 
fluid crosses the planes x = 0 and x = L. We assume further that the capillary hydrodynamic 
?Specifically, if C = cosh 2L, S = sinh 2L, then A = -K (P  A - Pv)(1 - C) / [2k( I  - C )  - KL2S] ,  B = AS  /( I - C ) ,  
Cj  = B23/kK ,  C 2 = -P^22/kK  - (ni~- r lp t ) /K  - 22A/K  2. 
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Fig. 2. Curve 1 gives the capillary pressure and curves 2-4 
give the interstitial f uid pressure at the capillary wall. Curve 
2 was obtained for /~ = 102/~m 3 s/kg, kf = 102/~m 2 s/kg and 
for Kt--lO41tm3s/kg, kf---102/~m2s/kg; curve 3 for 
K t = 104 #m 3 s/kg, kf = 102/~m 2 s/kg and for Kt = lO s/zm 3 s/ 
kg, kf= 103~m 2 s/kg; and curve 4 for K~ = l0 s/zm 3 s/kg, 
kf -- 102 #m 2 s/kg. The remaining data are listed in Table 1. 
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Fig. 3. Normalized fluid movement across the capillary 
wall, for kr= 102/tm2s/kg. Curve 1 was obtained for 
K, = 10 3 ~m 3 s/kg, curve 2 for Kt = 10 4 #m 3 s/kg, and curve 
3 for Kt= 10S#m3s/kg. The remaining data are listed in 
Table 1. 
pressure drops linearly and that the osmotic pressures are constant. If PAl, Pw denote the arterial 
and venous pressures for y > 0 and Ppa, Pv2 these pressures for y < O, then the governing equations 
are  
~-~ + = -,~[1 - /~  -p ] ,  (20) 
for y > 0, and 
for y<0,  where 
P*  = PAl + ~ i f -  IIpl, so that 
PA = (PA2 + 7rif -- Hpl)/P*, 
and 
/ ~-~ + = - :,[P,, - /~(1  - ,z) -p ] ,  (21) 
= x /L ,  ~ = y/(LM/-Kt2JKt,,). All pressures are normalized by 
= ~O,k fL : / [K , , , (1  - ¢,)],  /~, = (e , , ,  - Pv , ) /P* ,  
132 = (P~ - Pv2)/P*.  
Table I 
Quantity Value 
Capillary radius, R~ (/~m) 3 
Tissue radius, R t (/~m) 30 
Capillary length, L (/~m) 800 
Arterial capillary pressure, P^ (nun Hg) 32 
Venous capillary pressure, Pv (ram Hg) 16 
Osmotic pressure difference, Xir- rI~ (ram Hg) 23 
Blood viscosity,/~ (kg//zm s) 4.0 × 10 -9 
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These equations must be solved subject to the boundary conditions ap/~g = 0 at ~ = 0, I, the 
matching conditions that p and ap/tg.~ arc continuous at )5 = 0, and the requirement that ap/t~ --. 0 
as I~l~oo. 
wc drop the bar over ~ and y for convenience, and seek a solution of the form 
p(x,  y)  = P (x )  + X(x )Y (y ) .  (22) 
Substituting this into equation (20), for y > 0, and assuming P(x)  satisfies 
d2p 
dx 2 = - 2 [1 - 8, x - P(x)], (23) 
we obtain the following problem for X(x)Y(y ) :  
X"Y+XY" -2XY=O,  X'(0)=0,  X'(1)=0, Y~0asy~oo.  (24) 
This can be solved by separation of variables to give 
p = (81/x/"~)[sinh(x/~x) - tanh(x/~/2)(cosh(x/~x)] 
+(1 -81x)+ ,~ A, cos(nrcx)exp[ -x /A+(nrO2y] .  (25) 
n=O 
In a similar manner, it can be shown that for y < O, 
p = - (82 /x /~) [s inh(x /~x) -  tanh(x/~/2)cosh(x/~x)] 
+ PA -- 82 + 82X + ]~ B. cos(n~x)exp[x/~, + (n~)2y]. (26) 
n=0 
Matching these solutions and their y-derivatives at y = 0 gives 
A0 = - B0 = [(81 + 82)/22] [1 - coshx/~ + tanh(x/~/2)sinhx/~ ] + (PA -- 1)/2 + (81 -- 82)/4, (27) 
A. = -- B. = [(ill + fl2)/(2 + n2rr2)] [I -- coshx//~ cos mr 
+ tanh(x/~/2)sinhx/~ cos n~] + (81 + 82)(cos mr - l)/n21t 2. (28) 
The interstitial fluid pressure in mm Hg, and fluid movement again normalized by arterial blood 
flow rate divided by capillary surface area, are shown as functions of g and 3~ in Figs 4-7, 
corresponding to the data shown in Table 2 and the values of Kt/kf indicated in each figure, where 
1.0 
1.O 
0.5 
~ 0.5 
o 
-0.5 ~O.G _0.5 
Y X 
Fig. 4. Interstitial fluid pressure at the capillary wall as a 
function of distance along the capillary for various values of 
.~, corresponding to Kt/k f = l0 gm and the data shown in 
Table 2. Pressure is in mm Hg. 
Fig. 5. Normalized fluid movement as a function of distance 
along the capillary for various values of.~, corresponding to 
Kt /k f= 10#m and the data shown in Table 2.
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Fig. 6. Interstitial fluid pressure at the capillary wall as a 
function of distance along the capillary for various values of 
y, corresponding to KJkf= 100/Jm and the data shown in 
Table 2. Pressure is in mm Hg. 
Fig. 7. Normalized fluid movement as a function of distance 
along the capillary for various values of ~, corresponding to 
Kt/kf = 100/~m and the data shown in Table 2. 
Kt = Kt,, = Kt=. In each case the curves corresponding to the largest values of lY[ shown are 
indistinguishable from those corresponding to [Yl = ~.  
We examine the exchange of substrate between two adjacent groups of differently perfused 
capillaries by assuming that those occupying the region y > 0, 0 ~< x ~< L, have flow velocity u + 
and arterial substrate concentration C7,, while those occupying the region y < 0, 0 ~< x ~< L, have 
flow velocity u- and arterial concentration C7,. We shall neglect axial diffusion and assume that 
exchange between the two groups occurs by diffusion in the y-direction only. Denoting by Ct + and 
C~- the tissue and capillary concentrations, respectively, for y > 0, and by Ct- and C~- the 
corresponding concentrations for y < 0, the governing equations for this case reduce to 
02 •,H [Cff (x, y) -- C~ (x, y)], (29) D, (x,  y )  = - 
u±~---~C~ (x,y) = ---~ H[C~ (x,y) -  Ct~(x, Y)]. (30) 
These equations must be solved subject to the initial conditions 
C~(O,y ±) = C~, (31) 
the conditions at infinity that as y ~ + oo, aCt~/dy ~0,  and the requirement that Ct + = Ct-- and 
c~Ct+/Oy = aCt/Oy at y = O. 
Table 2 
Quantity Value 
Capillary radius, R~ (#m) 3 
Tissue radius, Rt (/~m) 30 
Fluid pressure at arterial end, 
for y > 0, P^, (ram Hg) 32 
Fluid pressure at arterial end, 
for y < 0, P~a (ram Hg) 28 
Fluid prelmure at venous end, Pv,, Pvz (nun Hg) 16 
Omnoti¢ pceuure differel~, gtt- rl~ (ram Hg) 23 
Capillary length, L (~m) 800 
Blood viscosity,/~ (kg//~m s) 4.0 × 10 -9 
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Equation (30) can be solved for C~ in terms of Ct ~ and substituted into equation (29) to 
give 
0 2 
Dt-~y2 Ct~ = M + ~l--~ {Ct~ - I~ q±C?(~,y)exp[-rl±(x - ~)]d¢ - C# exp(-~l±x)}, (32) 
where r/± =2H/l~u ±. Taking the Laplace transform with respect o x yields a second order 
differential equation in y for the transformed variable ~t ~ (t, y), which has the bounded solution 
as l yl-" ~ given by 
C't ~ = A ± (t) exp[-- m ~/t l Y I/',/t + q ±] + - -  
t @,H ' 
(33) 
where • = ~/~bsH/Dt(1 - ¢). The functions A ±(t) are found by the matching conditions ¢~t + = ~t  
and O~+/Oy = a~;-/Oy at y = 0. Assuming that u ÷ = u-  = u, so that q+= q- = ~1, this yields 
1 
A ± = + ~ (Cg - C~, ). (34) 
The inversion of the Laplace transform with A ± given by equation (34) is discussed in the 
Appendix. The result is 
fo 1  lylx/  M(1 -- ~,) 2M(1 - ~) , + +1 (C~ CA) exp(-- tx)sin dt - - -  + ~ (CA + CA ). C+ = -2~ t ~/f l  -- t ~bsH Rcu~ks x 
(35) 
By substituting equation (35) into equation (30), the capillary concentration is found to be 
Cb ~ = M(1 -- ~)~sH +Ct~+- C~-C;,~ fo 'exp(-tx)sin~lylx/Gtdt',7-t ~ (36) 
. •  0.020 
8 
0.015 
.=_ 
.~ O.OLO 
0.005 
o 8 c 
Fig. 8. The capillary concentration as a function of x for various values of y/x/D (in units sla), 
corresponding to the data shown in Table 3 and H = l0/~m/s. 
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0.020 : 
.E 0.015. 
o .01o  
P 
0.00 5 
1/2 Fig. 9. The tissue concentration as a function o fx  for various values ofy/~'-D (in units s ), corresponding 
to the data shown in Table 3 and H = 10 ~m/s. 
Figures 8-11 show Cb and Ct in cm 3 substrate/cm 3 as functions of x in cm for various values of 
Y/-~/-~t, corresponding to the data listed in Table 3 and the values of H given in the figures. In 
each case the curves corresponding to the largest value of [y[ shown are virtually identical with 
the curves corresponding to l Yl = ~" 
0.02! o 
'~ 0.021 
.E 0.01~ 
O.01q 
.g 
= O.00  
Fig. I0. The capillary concentration as a function of  x for various values of y/~/D (in units st/2), 
corresponding to the data shown in Table 3 and H -- 5 #m/s. 
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Fig. 11. The tissue concentration as a function of x for various values of  y/x/~ (in units st/2), 
corresponding to the data shown in Table 3 and H = 5/~m/s. 
When C~ = CA = CA, u + ~ u-, the matching conditions give 
M(1 - ~,)(r/+ - r / )  
A±=+ (37) 
The details of the inversion of equation (33) with A ± given by equation (37) are also discussed 
in the Appendix. Without loss of generality, we assume that u+> u-, so that 17->~/+. The 
result is 
C+=C A M(1-~/ ){  1~-  1 + 
x[l_exp[_tx_o~]yl~/t/(t_~l+)]]dt -~1 fo r+ lsin{'~lyJS~t'~r_,7+t ~ \ j L  + ~/'7+'1 - 
+ exp(-- tx){(r/+ -- t) -- ~/(r/+ -- t)(t/- -- t)}] dt} (38) 
Table 3 
Quantities Value 
Substrate concentration i blood at 0.02 
arterial end for y > 0, C~ 
(cm 3 substrate/cm 3 blood) 
Substrate concentration i blood at 0.012 
arterial end for y < 0, C~ 
(crn 3 substrate/cm 3 blood) 
Substrate consumption rate, M 8 x 10 -5 
(cm 3 substrate/cm 3 tissue s) 
Capillary radius, R c (gin) 3 
Tissue radius, R t (/zm) 30 
Blood velocity, u (/~m/s) 400 
Capillary length, L (/~m) 400 
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and  
C;- = CA M(1 -~k) { 1~' -1  F,H" 1 +,~-Zx  --~ , Fx/(t  --7+)(7 - --t) 
x [1 -exp( - tx )eos(  ~-[yl'/-tt '~ldt +1 - 1 
x[l_exp(_px),sin(~lyl,u/'p~~,M/.~.~,] dp + ~.~ j o lf.-17 oxp~_ tx)sin(m i y I ~)M/ t  
(39) 
where 
+ f -~t tMl-~-- t -- Mi-~ -- t] z, 
H(t) 
I + 
L -~ + ~ (,7- + ,I ), 
O<~t~<7 +,
q+ <~t <~ 7 - 
(40) 
In this case a suitable xpression for Cb cannot be found by substituting equation (39) into equation 
(29), since two differentiations with respect to y yields a result hat is not integrable. We therefore 
substitute quations (38) and (39) into equation (30) to obtain 
C~=CA ~,~-I" [1 -  exp(--7 +x)] 1 -  + ~/7 +7-x 
n + -fl 1 -exp( -q+t ) -7  +exp( - tx ) -exp( -7+x)  
7 + - - t  
xexp[_oty~/t/(t_7+)]qdtj 1 f.+ 1 . [~lyl~/t'~ - - -  / s iS ln / - - - - "  jo t k 
x [ ( -q  + + ~/q +7 -)[1 - exp(-7 +x)] 
.+ ]} + (7 + - t - x/if/÷ - t)(q- - t)) ~--g--~_ t [exp(- tx) - exp(-q +x)] dt (41) 
and 
Cb- (x, y) = CA M(1 - ~b) [1 ~,,H - exp(- 7 -x)] 
1 [ 
~£ + ? ~/(t -- 7 *)(q - -- t) exp(--7 -x) - 1 + 7 - 
x ( 2 -- cos ~:~_  t )°tlylw/t)exp(-tx~-ex--xpt(-~-x)ldt- M(1 - ~b)~ksHn 
- ] 7 [exp(- tx) - exp(- ~ -x)] x [1-exp(--7-x)] 7 - - t  
M(1-~o)  Jo -l_/sin{~ i y I [ ,  sin(--~ l Y [~/t '~ dt f" × 
R x H( t ) -~  (~- -c_~- )2  [exp( - tx ) -exp( -7 -x ) ]d t .  
MO - ~) ~k,H ~ff7-~ [ x - 1 [1  - exp(-q-x)l ] q  
(42) 
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0.3 
o, 
8 o.; 
.c 
go.  
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Fig. 12. The capillary concentration as a function of x for various values of y/~/~ (in units s~/2), 
corresponding to the data shown in Table 4 and H = 10 #m/s. 
Figures 12-15 show C b and (5', in cm 3 substrate/cm 3 as functions of x in mm for various values of 
y/-~t, corresponding to the data listed in Table 4 and the values of H given in the figures. In 
each case the curves for the largest value of I Y I shown are virtually identical with the corresponding 
result for [yl = ~.  
As a final example, we examine the oxygen exchange between two adjacent capillary groups with 
countercurrent flow. For the group occupying the region y > O, 0 ~ x ~< L, the flow is from left 
to right with velocity u, and for the group occupying the region y < O, 0 ~< x ~< L, the flow is from 
right to left, also with velocity u. The arterial concentration for the upper and the lower group are 
taken to be equal, and are denoted by CA. AS in the last example, we neglect axial diffusion and 
regard oxygen as diffusing only normal to the capillaries from one capillary group to the other. 
0.3 
.c_ 0.2 
.~_ 
~ 0.t 
o 
U 
G 
( 
Fig. 13. The tissue concentration as a function of x for various values of y/~fD (in units sU~), 
corresponding to the data shown in Table 4 and H ffi 10 #m/s. 
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Fig. 14. The capillary concentration as a function of x for various values of y/JO (in units s’/*), 
corresponding to the data shown in Table 4 and H = 5 pm/s. 
Using a linearized oxyhemoglobin dissociation relationship (see, for example, Salathe et al. [49]), 
so that S(c) = Bc, and neglecting the effect of myoglobin, the differential equations for the 
concentration c +(x, y) in the region y > 0, 0 G x < L, and for the concentration c-(x, y) in the 
regiony<O,O,<x<L, are 
kqg a2c* =--& 
aY2 (43) 
where q = $u[l + NB]/D and & = M/D. These equations must be solved subject to the initial 
conditions c +(O, y) = cA, c-(L, y) = CA, the conditions at infinity that 
c++cA-(&/q)x asy+m, 
1 
c-+cl\-(M/q)(L -x) as y + -a (44) 
and the requirement hat at y = 0, c+ = c- and &+/ay = lk-lay. 
Fig. 15. The tissue concentration as a function of x for various values of y/G (in units s”*), 
corresponding to the data shown in Table 4 and H = 5 pm/s. 
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Table 4 
Quantities Value 
Substrate consumption rate, M O.O001 
(crn 3 substrate/cm 3 tissue s) 
Capillary radius, R~ (gin) 3 
Tissue radius, Rt (#m) 30 
Capillary length, L (#m) 400 
Blood velocity for y > O, ul (#m/s) 400 
Blood velocity for y < 0, u2 (#m/s) 200 
Initial concentration C A 0.03 
(era 3 substrate/crn 3 blood) 
To solve these equations we define v + and v- according to 
c+(x,y)  = cA -- (f/1/q)x + v+(x,y) ,  c - (x ,y )  = CA -- ( f t /q ) (L  -- x)  + V-(x ,y) .  
These new variables atisfy the homogeneous equations and boundary conditions 
Ov + 0 2v + 
+-q Ox =--~-y2, v+(0,Y) =0, v- (L ,y )=O,  v+--+O, asy~oo,  v---*0 
(45) 
as  y-- - ,  - -oo ,  
(46) 
and the matching conditions 
v+(x, O) - v - (x ,  O) = (f , I /q)(2x - L),  av+/Oy = Ov-/ay at y = 0. (47) 
The solution to equations (46) for v + satisfying the conditions that v +(x, 0) =f+(x)  on y = 0 is 
(see, for example, Carslaw and Jaeger [50]) 
v += ~2 I f  f+(x  - ~.2q2) exp(-  #2) dg. (48) 
In an analogous manner, it can be shown that the solution to equations (46) for v- satisfying the 
condition that v-(x, 0 )=f - (L  -x )  is 
_ 2 oo y2 
v =-~f_y~/2L , /V~_ J - (L -x - -~#2)exp( -#2)d#.  (49) 
From these expressions we can obtain 
Ov+[ =--N/~{x-'/2f+(O)+2x"2f+'(X)} ~Y y=O 
and 
Ov~- , -  ° = X/~ {(L - x) - ' /y - (O)  + 2(L - x) t /y - ' ( L  - x)}. 
Equating these two results gives 
-- - f+(0) -- w/xf+'(x)  = 2 - x 2~/x f -(O) + x /~ -- x f  - ' (L  - x), 
while the other matching condition in equation (47) gives 
f+(x )  - f  - (L  - x)  = ()~l/q)(2x - L). 
(50) 
(50 
(52) f+(x )  =f- (x )  = --CA + ()ffl/q)x + g(x), 
I f  we  set  
then equation (51) requires that 
g(x)  = g(L  - x) (53) 
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and equation (50) yields 
g'(x) = 
' +JZ-x) ½ [CA -- g(0)] -} ~ q __  
(54) 
Integrating this gives 
x/~ +sin-'J~ sin-' L~-xl g(x)=--~[CA--g(O)l[21n ~_~_~1 + ~,  j 
'-1 '-] + x/x(L - x) + In x/x(L - x) - + CA + In + (55) q ~ ~ ~ • 
~L 
In order to remove the singularity at x = L/2 in this expression, we take g(O) = cA - -~-q, so that 
AIL[~Lq sin-'  s in='~- -~ 2 2] g(x)  = ~-  + + - + cA-  M- - , /x (L  - x ) .  q (56) 
Combining all these results, it follows that the oxygen concentration i the region y > 0 is 
2 fy ~ exp(--/.t',{~ ( y2q~ 
~'lL[sin-'J( -~211 + sin-'~l--(x-Y2q~/L+2-2]~"~2]l 
~ ~(x y2q~FL + Y2ql~@ 
-~-~VL -x  ~TJJ 
(57) 
and the concentrations in the region y < 0 is 
C-  -~ ¢A - -  - -  f ,,l "~/(L - x)  + 2 " exp( - /~ 2) L - x - 4/~2 / q -~ -yJ~/2LJ-F~-~ 
A~L [sin-' / ( L - ~ q  x - Y2q~/L4IF]/+ sin-'N/(x+y2q'~/L+2-2 ] -4=- 2,1/  
-Y%G y2 
Figure 16 shows the oxygen concentration asa function of x for various values of y, corresponding 
to the data shown i Table 5. The curves for the largest value of [y I shown are indistinguishable 
from the corresponding curves for l Y[ = or. 
The examples presented here illustrate the significance of our approach to modeling micro- 
circulatory exchange and transport and the nature of the approximations introduced. By reducing 
the mathematical problem to global field equations, rather than i troducing separate quations for 
each capillary, it is possible to study the complex interactions that occur among very many capillary 
groups. Extensive numerical computation may be required to analyse physiologically more realistic 
and complex situations than those considered here. However, the analytic solutions we have 
obtained show the extent of the interaction between adjacent capillary groups that are differently 
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Fig. 16. Oxygen concentration asa function ofx for various 
values of y, corresponding to the data shown in Table 5. 
Concentration is measured in pm 3 O2//~m 3 x l0 -2 and dis- 
tance is measured in mm. 
Table 5 
Quantities Value 
Capillary radius, R c (#m) 3 
Tissue radius, R t (/tin) 30 
Capillary length, L (/tm) 400 
Blood velocity, u (#m/s) 400 
Diffusivity, D (#m2/s) 1.7 x 103 
Oxygen consumption rate, M 4.0 x 10-4 
(era 3 O2/cra 3 tissue s) 
Initial concentration, c^ 7.7 x 10 -3 
(cm 3 O2/cm 3 blood) 
Oxygen content, N (cm 3 O2/cm 3 tissue) 0.204 
The coefficient for linear oxyhemoglobin 180 
dissociation relationship, B (cm 3 blood/era 3 02) 
perfused, and serve as a starting point in eventually realizing the full potential for modeling 
microcirculatory phenomena that is inherent in our equations. 
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APPENDIX  
In this Appendix we describe the various inverse transforms and other mathemetical details required to obtain equations 
(35) and (38). In the first case, it is necessary to evaluate the inversion integral 
1 
O(x)=~i~i .-,~ exp[ -~]y l~ +~l)lexp(tx)dt, (A.1) 
which leads to an integration around the contour shown in Fig. A.I composed of the individual segments E I --, Fio. Since 
the integrand has singularities only at the origin and at t = - t /<  0, the integral around r vanishes, and in the limit R ---, ov 
the integral along r I approaches the required inversion O(x). It can be shown that as R --, ov the integrals along r 2 and 
El0 vanish, that as ~l -'* 0 the integrals along/'4 and r 8 vanish, and that as q --* 0 the integral around/'6 gives - 1. If we 
take the branch cut in the complex t plane along the negative real axis, then the branch cut for the intqiand extends from 
the origin to - ~ along the negative real axis. Therefore the integrals along F 3 and r 9 cancel each other. However, the integral 
along Fs must be calculated using t •p exp(tx)= -p ,  and in the fimit cl-*0, q~0,  is given by 
1 I'°l 
/ exp[- • l y l~/ -p / (~ - p)] exp< -px)  dp, 
J~ 
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whereas the integral along F7 is on the other side of the branch, where t =p exp(-iTt), and in the limit ~ ~0,  q~0 is 
given by li : 
2n--i exp[-• l Yix/-P/(~ - P)] exp(-px) dp. 
Since x / r~ = i in the first integral, and x / r~ = - i  in the second, it is clear that the sum of the two yields 'I:l 
~ ~ exp(-px)  sin _ dp. 
From this and the other results stated, equation (37) follows directly. 
To derive equation (38) for C~, we must perform the inversion 
~(x) = L--'{[~ i + ~] I~ exp[-- ~ 'Y '~]1}  
= a-J{[~'i(Ol[P2(Ol} 
j w x = ~q (x - ~)@2(~) d~ = ~1 * ~'2, (A.2) 
0 
for ~/+ < ~/-, where ~l (x) and ~,2(x) are the inversions of ~'t (t) and ~2(t), respectively. We have already found the inversion 
of ~2(t), so it remains only to invert ~'~(t). This involves evaluation of the contour integral 
! I. 1 ~+ 
I=~ ~,  7,h +.+ +,/t + ~- 
exp(tx) dt, (A.3) 
around the contour F shown in Fig. A.2 composed of the individual sections F~ --* F6. Clearly, as R ~ oo the integral along 
FI approaches #~(x), the inversion of T~(t), and since there are no singularities within the contour the integral 
around F vanishes. It can easily be shown that as R ~ oo the integrals along F 2 and F 6 vanish and that as e ~ 0 the integral 
around F, approaches -x /~/ (x /~ + x /~)"  If we take the branch cut in the complex t plane along the negative real axis, 
then ~m (t) has a branch cut that extends from - r / -  to - r /+ along the negative real axis. Therefore, the integrals along 
F 3 and F 5 will cancel each other except for the portion from - r / -  to -r /+. Along F3 we take t = p exp(iTr) and note that 
the portion of the integral between -7  + and -7 -  can be written, for r / ->  r/+, as 
! r 
Along F5 we take t = p exp(--ilt) and obtain for the portion of the integral between -~/ -  and - t /+ the result 
2n---i + p exp(--px } x/P -- ~ + -- ~ J 
when ~ - > ~ +. Combining these results gives 
n(~ ~+) ÷ exp(-px)dp.  
r2 rl .=- f 
8 7 ( 
r 6 ~  
r 1 
X 
Fig. A. 1. The contour in the com flex plane used to evaluate Fig. A.2. The contour F in the complex plane used for the 
the integral in equation (A.1). integration indicated in equation (A.3). 
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The total inversion is therefore, for rl- > rl+, 
$(x1 = $I * *2 = ‘-!,/q,/cexp[-‘(x-<)]dr 
_i R x ‘+!.exp(_pt)sin alYIh dpd{ ’ ’ 
ss ylf&&= 0 0 P fi Ir2q--t/+ 
I 
X 
s [S 0 
rf Jg,/Fexp[--r(x -t)]dr], 
exp(-pr) sin F dp] dr 
v+ P 
(A.4) 
By reversing the order of integration, I, and I, can readily by reduced to the single integrals 
I, = 
s 
‘-$(,/~~~)[l -exp(-rx)]d’, (A.5) 
9+ 
The reduction of I3 to a single integral is more complex. The integration with respect to 5 can be carried out to yield 
-~O~~~~,/~exp(-rx){~OVffsin(~)$}d’=I,,-I,s. (A.7) 
To reduce I,,, we reverse the order of integration, rewrite l/[r(r -p)] as [l/(r -p)- l/rJ/p and use the result, valid 
for P d v+, 
s 
q- 1 
r--p t/=&/T d’ =; [,h=? - -PI’, (A.8) ,+ 
to obtain 
ITA = ” s q+ 1 --w(-px) sin Qblfi 2 0 P2 ( ) G [(fi - -1’ - C,& - ,/?)‘I dp. (A.9) 
To reduce I,*, we carry out the integration with respect to p by replacing l/[p(f -p)] with (- I/t)[l/(p -I) - l/p] and 
use the result that for s 3 n + 
a’y’A dp =xexp[-alyIdm]-exp(-alyl), 
to obtain 
IIS = 
(A.10) 
(A. 11) 
From these various results, equation (38) can readily be obtained. 
To obtain equation (39) for C; , we must invert the transform C; (r, y) given in equation (33). This can be done in a 
manner analagous to the inversion of ‘?:, and a result corresponding to equation (A.4) can be derived. The term 
corresponding to I, in equation (A.4) becomes 
s ‘)- 1 I;= - -~(‘-,+)(,--‘){~~‘-~sin($$&&~dp~’ ‘I+ ’ 
+ s “-;J(‘-q+)(?j--‘) ‘)+ {&-~si~~~~dp}d’=I;r+I;s. (A.12) 
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Reversing the order of integration i  It^ and replacing l/[t(t -p) ]  with (l/p)[l/(t -p) -  l/t], the integration with respect 
to t can be carried out using equation (A.8). However, that result is valid only i fp ~< 7 +. For r/+ ~<p ~< r/-, we use 
fn~ t~P x/(t-ff+)(~l--t)dt=-np +(7 + + r/-)x/2. (A.13) 
This integral exists as an improper integral for p = r/+ and p ffi r/-, and as a Cauchy principle part for ~/+ < p < r/-. The 
above result can be obtained by setting s = x/(~/- - t)/(t - ~ +) and integrating around appropriate contours in the complex 
s plane. The reduction of liB to a single integral is done by again replacing l/La(t -p)] with (I/t)[l/p + l/(t -p)].  Equation 
(A.10) cannot be used in this case, because it corresponds to s ~>~/+. However, with the substitutions p = ~/-sin2 ~0, 
tan ~ = z, it can be shown that for t ~< r/- 
f : - I  sin ~t ly ,v/p ~?  21: C sin(a ly ,Q dx 
t ----p x/ ,1-  -p  # = [t/(,1- - t ) ]  - 
+J0 1---+-~2sm(a]ylQd¢---nc° ~'IYl +nexp( -a ly [ ) .  (A.14) 
With these various results, equation (41) can be readily derived. 
The evaluation of the integral in equation (35), and of similar integrals in equations (36), (38), (39), (41) and (42), presents 
difficulties for large values of I Y because the frequency of oscillation of the sine and cosine functions becomes very large 
and the numerical integration piovides invalid results. It is necessary to evaluate these integrals for large I Y [ in order to 
determine the distance at which the solution approaches. the known solution at lY = dO, where interaction. . . between the 
capillary groups is negligible. The frequency of oscallat~on also becomes unbounded at the upper hmlt m each of these 
integrals, presenting difficulties for the numerical integration even forsmall values of y .  We will illustrate how the integral 
in equation (35) can be evaluated; similar techniques are used for the others. The transformation u = x/~/x/~/_2 t reduces 
the integral in equation (35) to 
J '=fo ~ u(l 2t u')"exp[-nu2x/(l+u:)]sin(ot[Ylu)du' (A,15) 
This is no longer an improper integral at the lower limit, since the integrand is bounded as u ~ 0, It can be shown that 
for large [ y I the dominant contribution to the integral occurs in the neighborhood of u = 0. Writing equation (A. 15) as 
i = u(1 "+ u 2) exp[--rlU2x/(l + u2)] sin(a lyl~) du + R(N), (A.16) 
it can be shown that 
2 / ' l  1~ l 
R(N)  < i-V-~ ~,~ + ~) diy I" (A.17) 
Therefore. for fixed N. R(N)--, 0 as l y l~  oo.More important for the numerical integration is the fact that for any large 
value of I Y ] a small upper limit N can be calculated from this inequality to insure that the error in/ '  does not exceed a
specified amount R. The integral can then readily be evaluated numerically between the limits 0 and N. and sufficiently 
accurate results obtained. 
